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The paper proposes a formal derivation of recurrent equations describing the occupancy
distribution in the full-availability group with multirate Binomial-Poisson-Pascal BPP traﬃc. The
paper presents an eﬀective algorithm for determining the occupancy distribution on the basis of
derived recurrent equations and for the determination of the blocking probability as well as the loss
probability of calls of particular classes of traﬃc oﬀered to the system. A proof of the convergence
of the iterative process of estimating the average number of busy traﬃc sources of particular classes
is also given in the paper.

1. Introduction
Dimensioning and optimization of integrated networks, that is, Integrated Services Digital
Networks ISDN and Broadband ISDN B-ISDN as well as wireless multiservice networks
e.g., UMTS, have recently developed an interest in multirate models 1–5. These models
are discrete models in which it is assumed that the resources required by calls of particular
traﬃc classes are expressed as the multiple of the so-called Basic Bandwidth Units BBUs.
The BBU is defined as the greatest common divisor of the resources demanded by all call
streams oﬀered to the system 6, 7.
Multirate systems can be analysed on the basis of statistical equilibrium equations
resulting from the multidimensional Markov process that describe the service process in the
considered systems 8–13. Such an approach, however, is not eﬀective because of the quickly
increasing—along with the system’s capacity—number of states in which a multidimensional
Markov process occurring within the system can take place 14. Consequently, for an
analysis of multirate systems, there are used methods based on the convolution algorithm
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11, 15 and the recurrent methods in which the multidimensional service process—occurring
in the considered systems—is approximated by one-dimensional Markov chain 16–21.
The convolution methods allow us to determine exactly the occupancy distribution in the
so-called full-availability systems servicing traﬃc streams with arbitrary distributions i.e.,
systems with state-independent admission process and with both state-independent and
state-dependent arrival processes. In the case of the systems with state-dependent admission
process i.e., the system in which the admission of a new call is conditioned not only by the
suﬃcient number of free BBUs but also by the structure of the system and the introduced
admission policy the convolution methods lead to elaboration of approximate methods with
quite high computational complexity 22, 23.
Nowadays, in the analysis and optimization of multirate systems, the recurrent
algorithms are usually used. This group of algorithms is based on the approximation of the
multidimensional service process in the considered system by the one-dimensional Markov
chain. Such approach leads to a determination of the occupancy distribution in systems with
state-independent admission process and state-independent arrival process in teletraﬃc
engineering such system is called the full-availability group with Erlang traﬃc streams on
the basis of simple Kaufman-Roberts recurrence 24, 25 and its modifications 16–19, 26, 27.
One of them, the so-called Delbrouck recurrence 18, allows us to determine the occupancy
distribution in the system with state-independent admission process the full-availability
group and BPP traﬃc streams. The research on the full-availability group model, started
by Delbrouck, was subsequently continued, for example, in 12, 28–30.
Because of the simplicity of the Kaufman-Roberts equation, in many works the
attempts of its modification in order to analyse the systems with BPP traﬃc were undertaken.
In 13 the modified form of the Kaufman-Roberts equation that makes the value of oﬀered
traﬃc dependent on the number of active sources was presented. In 31 the approximation
of the number of active sources with their mean values in relation to the total value of
occupied resources in particular states of the system was proposed. In 32, on the basis of
the method proposed in 31, the Kaufman-Roberts equation was generalized for systems
with BPP traﬃc and state-dependent call admission process. The accuracy of the method
for modelling systems with multirate BPP traﬃc—further on called the Multiple Iteration
Method-BPP MIM-BPP—proposed in 32 was verified in simulations for systems with
both state-independent and state-dependent call admission process. In publications issued
so far, no attempt to formally prove the correctness of the MIM-BPP assumptions was taken
up.
The aim of this paper is to formally prove that the MIM-BPP algorithm 32,
considered earlier as an approximate algorithm, is exact. To this purpose we derive recurrent
equations describing the occupancy distribution in the full-availability group with multirate
BPP traﬃc. We are going to demonstrate at the same time that the number of calls of
particular Engset and Pascal classes appearing in equations that determine the occupancy
distribution is exactly determined with their average values. Additionally, we intend to prove
the convergence of the iterative process of estimating the average number of busy traﬃc
sources of particular classes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an analysis of the call admission
and the call arrival process in the full-availability group with BPP traﬃc at the micro- and
macrostate level. In Section 3 an iterative method for estimating the average number of busy
traﬃc sources of particular classes is presented, and its convergence is proved. The paper
ends with a summary contained in Section 4.
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Figure 1: Full-availability group with the Erlang, Engset, and Pascal traﬃc stream.

2. Full-Availability Group with BPP Traffic
2.1. Basic Assumptions
Let us consider a model of the full-availability group with the capacity of V BBUs Figure 1.
The group is oﬀered traﬃc streams of three types: mI Erlang streams Poisson distribution of
call streams from the set I  {1, . . . , i, . . . , mI }, mJ Engset streams binomial distribution of
call streams from the set J  {1, . . . , j, . . . , mJ }, and mK Pascal streams negative binomial
distribution of call stream from the set K  {1, . . . , k, . . . , mK }. In the paper it has been
adopted that the letter “i” denotes any class of Erlang traﬃc, letter “j” any class of Engset
traﬃc, and letter “k” any class of Pascal traﬃc, whereas the letter “c” any traﬃc class.
In relation to the ITU-T recommendations 11, all types of discussed traﬃc are defined
collectively by the term BPP traﬃc. Thus, we use the term BPP when we talk about all traﬃc
types cumulatively, whereas when we consider single traﬃc streams, then, because our study
is focused on systems with limited capacity only, we use the terms Erlang, Engset, and Pascal
streams. The number of BBUs demanded by calls of class c is denoted by tc .
The call arrival rate for Erlang traﬃc of class i is equal to λi . The parameter λj yj 
determines the call intensity for the Engset traﬃc stream of class j, whereas the parameter
λk zk  determines the call intensity for Pascal traﬃc stream of class k. The arrival rates λj yj 
and λk zk  depend on the number of yj and zk of currently serviced calls of class j and k.
In the case for Engset stream, the arrival rate of class j stream decreases with the number of
serviced traﬃc sources:
  

λj yj  Nj − yj Λj ,

2.1

where Nj is the number of Engset traﬃc sources of class j, while Λj is the arrival rate of calls
generated by a single free source of class j. In the case of Pascal stream of class k, the arrival
rate increases with the number of serviced sources:
λk zk   Sk

zk γk ,

2.2

where Sk is the number of Pascal traﬃc sources of classes k, while γk is the arrival rate of calls
generated by a single free source of class k.
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Figure 2: Fragment of a diagram of Markov process in the full-availability group with BPP traﬃc.

The total intensity of Erlang traﬃc of class i oﬀered to the group amounts to
Ai 

λi
,
μi

2.3

whereas the intensity of Engset traﬃc αj and Pascal traﬃc βk of class j and k, respectively,
oﬀered by one free source, is equal to
αj 

Λj
,
μj

βk 

γk
.
μk

2.4

In 2.3 and 2.4 the parameter μ is the average service intensity with the exponential
distribution.

2.2. The Multidimensional Erlang-Engset-Pascal Model at
the Microstate Level
Let us consider now a fragment of the multidimensional Markov process in the fullavailability group with the capacity of V BBUs presented in Figure 2. The group is oﬀered
traﬃc streams of three types: Erlang, Engset, and Pascal. Each microstate of the process
{x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xmI , y1 , . . . , yj , . . . , ymJ , z1 , . . . , zk , . . . , zmK } is defined by the number of serviced
calls of each of the classes of oﬀered traﬃc, where xi denotes the number of serviced calls of
the Poisson stream of class i Erlang traﬃc, yj denotes the number of serviced calls of the
binomial stream of class j Engset traﬃc, whereas zk determines the number of serviced
calls of the negative binomial stream of class k Pascal traﬃc. To simplify the description,
the microstate probability will be denoted by the symbol pxi , yj , zk .
The multidimensional service process in the Erlang-Engset-Pascal model is a reversible
process. In concordance with Kolmogorov reversibility test considering any cycle for the
microstates shown in Figure 2, we always obtain equality in the intensity of transitions
streams in both directions. The property of reversibility implies the local equilibrium
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equations between any of the two neighbouring states of the process. Such equations for
the Erlang stream of class i, the Engset stream of class j, and Pascal stream of class k can be
written in the following way Figure 2:




xi μi p xi , yj , zk  λi p xi − 1, yj , zk ,




 

yj μj p xi , yj , zk  Nj − yj − 1 Λj p xi , yj − 1, zk ,




zk μk p xi , yj , zk  Sk zk − 1γk p xi , yj , zk − 1 .

2.5
2.6
2.7

Since the call streams oﬀered to the group are independent, we can add up, for the microstate
{xi , yj , zk }, all mI equations of type 2.5 for the Erlang streams, mJ equations of type 2.6
for the Engset streams, and mK equations of type 2.7 for the Pascal streams. Additionally,
taking into consideration traﬃc intensity see 2.3 and 2.4, we get
⎡
mI
 
p xi , yj , zk ⎣ xi ti


i1



mJ


yj tj

j1

mK


zk tk ⎦

k1

mI



Ai ti p xi − 1, yj , zk

mJ



i1

j1

mK

Sk

⎤





Nj − yj − 1 αj tj p xi , yj − 1, zk

2.8



zk − 1βk tk p xi , yj , zk − 1 .

k1

2.3. The Full-Availability Group with BPP Traffic at the Macrostate Level
It is convenient to consider the multidimensional process occurring in the considered system
at the level of the so-called macrostates. Each macrostate n determines the number of n busy
BBUs in the considered group, regardless of the number of serviced calls of particular classes.
Therefore, each of the microstates {xi − 1, yj , zk · · · } is associated with such a macrostate in
which the number of busy BBUs is decreased by ti BBUs, necessary to set up a connection of
class i, that is, with such a macrostate in which the number of busy BBUs equals n − ti . The
following equation is then fulfilled:
m

xc tc

xi − 1ti 

c1
c/
i

m


xc tc − ti  n − ti ,

2.9

c1

where m determines the number of all traﬃc classes oﬀered to the system, that is, m  mI
mJ mK .
The macrostate probability P n defines then the occupancy probability of n BBUs
of the group and can be expressed as the aggregation of the probabilities of appropriate
microstates:
P n 

 

p xi , yj , zk ,
Ωn

2.10
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where Ωn is a set of all such subsets {xi , yj , zk } that fulfil the following equation:

n

mI


xi ti

i1

mJ


yj tj

j1

mK


zk tk .

k1

2.11

The definition of the macrostate 2.11 makes it possible to convert 2.8 into the following
form:
mI


 

Ai ti p xi − 1, yj , zk
np xi , yj , zk 
i1
mJ






Nj − yj − 1 αj tj p xi , yj − 1, zk
j1
mK


Sk

2.12



zk − 1βk tk p xi , yj , zk − 1 .

k1

Adding on both sides all microstates that belong to the set Ωn, we get

n

mI
 
 
 

p xi , yj , zk 
Ai t i
p xi − 1, yj , zk
i1

Ωn

Ωn

mJ

 




p xi , yj − 1, zk
Nj − yj − 1 αj tj
j1
mK


Ωn

Sk

zk − 1βk tk

k1

2.13

 

p xi , yj , zk − 1 .
Ωn

Following the application of the definition of macrostate probability, expressed by 2.10, we
are in a position to convert 2.13 as follows:

nP n 

mI

Ai ti P n − ti 

mJ



i1

j1

×
×



Nj − yj − 1 αj tj

 

p xi , yj − 1, zk

mK

Sk

Ωn

k1

 

p xi , yj , zk − 1
Ωn

zk − 1βk tk
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mI


Ai ti P n − ti 
i1

×

×

7

mJ




αj tj
Nj − yj − 1
j1

Ωn

 

p xi , yj − 1, zk

mK


βk tk
Sk

Ωn

k1



p xi , yj − 1, zk


Ωn p xi , yj − 1, zk

zk − 1

Ωn



 
p xi , yj , zk − 1

p xi , yj , zk − 1 ,


Ωn p xi , yj , zk − 1 Ωn
2.14

where P n − tc   0, if n < tc , and the value P 0 ensues from the normative condition
V
n0 P n  1.
In 2.14 the sums


yj − 1
Ωn



zk − 1

Ωn



p xi , yj − 1, zk

  yj − 1,
Ωn p xi , yj − 1, zk

2.15



p xi , yj , zk − 1

  zk − 1
Ωn p xi , yj , zk − 1

2.16

determine the value of the average number yj − 1, zk − 1 of calls of class j and k in occupancy
states macrostates n − tj and n − tk , respectively. In order to determine the relationship
between the number of serviced calls of particular traﬃc classes and the macrostate for
which the average values yj − 1 and zk − 1 are determined, in the subsequent part of the
paper we have adopted the following notations:


yj − 1  rj n − tj ,
zk − 1  rk n − tk .

2.17

Taking into consideration 2.15 and 2.16, we can rewrite 2.14 in the following way:
nP n 

mI


Ai ti P n − ti 

i1

mJ
 


αj tj Nj − yj − 1 P n − tj
j1

mK


βk tk Sk

zk − 1


P n − tk 

k1



mI


Ai ti P n − ti 

i1
mK

k1

mJ



 

αj tj Nj − rj n − tj P n − tj
j1

βk tk Sk

rk n − tk P n − tk .

2.18
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A1 (n − 2)t1
n−2

A2 (n − 1)t2

n+1

n

n−1

r 1 (n − 1)t1

A1 (n + 1)t1

A1 (n)t1

r 1 (n)t1

r 2 (n + 1)t2

r 1 (n + 1)t1

r 1 (n + 2)t1

n+2

r 2 (n + 2)t2

Figure 3: A fragment of the one-dimensional Markov process in the full-availability group with multirate
traﬃc, servicing two call streams m  1, t1  1 BBU, t2  3 BBUs.

In 2.18 the value of Engset traﬃc of class j and Pascal traﬃc of class k depends on the
occupancy state of the system. Let us introduce the following notation for the oﬀered traﬃc
intensity in appropriate occupancy states of the group:
Ai n  Ai ,



Aj n  αj Nj − rj n ,

2.19

Ak n  βk Sk

2.21

2.20

rk n.

Formula 2.18 can be now finally rewritten to the following form:
nP n 

mI


Ai n − ti ti P n − ti 

i1

mJ


 

Aj n − t j t j P n − t j
j1

mK


2.22

Ak n − tk tk P n − tk 

k1



m


Ac n − tc tc P n − tc .

c1

3. Modelling the Full-Availability Group
3.1. Average Number of Serviced Calls of Class c in State n
In order to determine the average number of calls serviced in particular states of the system,
let us consider a fragment of the one-dimensional Markov chain presented in Figure 3
and corresponding to the recurrent determination of the occupancy distribution in the fullavailability group on the basis of 2.22. The diagram presented in Figure 3 shows the service
process in the group with two call streams m  2, t1  1 BBU, t2  3 BBUs.
Let us notice that each state of the Markov process in the full-availability group
Figure 3 fulfils the following equilibrium equation:


m

Ac ntc
P n
c1

m

c1


tc rc n 

m

c1

Ac n − tc tc P n − tc 

m

tc rc n
c1

tc P n

tc ,

3.1
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where rc n is the average number of calls of a given class being serviced in state n. From
3.1 it results that the sum of all service streams outgoing from state n towards lower states
is equal to n:
n

m

tc rc n.

3.2

c1

On the basis of 2.22 and 3.2, Formula 3.1 can be rewritten in the following form:
m
m


Ac ntc P n 
tc rc n
c1

tc P n

tc .

3.3

c1

Equation 3.3 is a balance equation between the total stream of calls outgoing from state n
and the total service stream coming in to state n. This equation is fulfilled only when the local
equilibrium equations for streams of particular traﬃc classes are fulfilled:
Ac ntc P n  tc rc n

tc P n

tc .

On the basis of 3.4, the average number of calls of class c in state n
finally expressed in the following way:

rc n

tc  

⎧
⎪
⎨Ac n
⎪
⎩

0,

P n
,
P n tc 

for n

tc ≤ V,

for n

tc > V.

3.4
tc of the group may be

3.5

3.2. MIM-BPP Method
Let us notice that, in order to determine the parameter rc n, it is necessary to determine
first the occupancy distribution P n. Simultaneously, in order to determine the occupancy
distribution P n, it is also necessary to determine the value rc n. This means that 2.22
and 3.5 form a set of confounding equations that can be solved with the help of iterative
methods 32. Let P l n denote the occupancy distribution determined in step l, and let
l
rc n denote the average number of serviced calls of class c, determined in step l. In order
0
to determine the initial value of the parameter rc n, it is assumed, according to 32, that
the traﬃc intensities of Engset and Pascal classes do not depend on the state of the system
and are equal to the traﬃc intensity oﬀered by all free Engset sources of class j and Pascal
0
0
sources of class k, respectively: Aj n  Aj  Nj αj , Ak n  Ak  Sk βk . When we have
the initial values of oﬀered traﬃc, in the subsequent steps, we are in a position to determine
the occupancy distribution, taking into account the dependence of the arrival process on the
state of the system. The iteration process finishes when the assumed accuracy is obtained.
On the basis of the reasoning presented above, in 32 the MIM-BPP method for a
determination of the occupancy distribution, blocking probability, and the loss probability
in the full-availability group with BPP traﬃc is proposed. The MIM-BPP method can be
presented in the form of the following algorithm.
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Algorithm 3.1 MIM-BPP method. Consider the following steps.
1 Determination of the value of Erlang traﬃc Ai of class i on the basis of 2.3.
2 Setting the iteration step: l  0.
l

3 Determination of initial values of the number rj n of Engset serviced calls of class
l

j and the number rk n of Pascal serviced calls of class k:

l
l
∀1≤j≤mJ rj n  0, ∀1≤k≤mK rk n  0 .

∀0≤n≤V

4 Increase in each iteration step: l  l

3.6

1.
l

5 Determination of the value of Engset traﬃc Aj n of class j and Pascal traﬃc
l

Ak n of class k on the basis of 2.20 and 2.21:
l

l−1

Aj n  αj Nj − rj
l

l−1

Ak n  βk Sk

rk

n

n


,
3.7


.

6 Determination of the state probabilities P l n on the basis of 2.22:
nP l n 

mI


Ai ti P l n − ti 

i1
mK

k1

mJ

j1

l
Ak n

l 

Aj




n − tj tj P l n − tj
3.8

l

− tk tk P n − tk .

l

l

7 Determination of the average number of serviced calls rj n and rk n on the basis
of 3.5:
⎧
P l n − tc 
⎪
⎨ Al
for 0 ≤ n ≤ V,
c n − tc 
l
P l n
rc n 
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise.

3.9

8 Repetition of steps 3–6 until predefined accuracy  of the iterative process is
achieved:

∀0≤n≤V




⎞
⎛ l−1
l
 l−1
r


l
 rk n − rk n 
 j n − rj n 
 ≤ , 
 ≤ ⎠.
⎝




l
l




rj n
rk n

3.10
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9 Determination of the blocking probability Ec for calls of class c and the loss
probability Bi for Erlang calls of class i, Bj for Engset calls of class j, and Bk for
Pascal calls of class k,
V


Ec 

P l n,

nV −tc 1

Bi  Ei ,


l
P l n Nj − rj n Λj
,

l
V
l
n0 P n Nj − rj n Λj

V
nV −tj 1

Bj 

V
nV −tk 1

Bk 

V
n0

3.11


l
rk n γk
.

l
rk n γk

P l n Sk

P n Sk

3.3. Convergence of the Iterative Process of Estimation of
the Average Number of Serviced Engset Calls
In this section we prove that the process for a determination of the average number of
serviced traﬃc sources proposed in the MIM-BPP method is, in the case of multiservice
Engset sources, a convergent process. Thus, the following theorem needs to be proved.
l

Theorem 3.2. The sequence rj n∞
l0 of the average number of serviced class j Engset calls in the
system with BPP traﬃc, where
l−1 

Nj − rj

l

rj n 

n − tj




αj P l−1 n − tj

P l−1 n

,

0

rj n  0 for ∀1≤j≤mJ , ∀0≤n≤V ,

3.12
3.13

is convergent.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 3.2, we are going to show first that each succeeding element
of sequence 3.12, starting from the first one, could be represented by finite series:
l
rj n

s
l



−1s 1 Nj αsj
s1

i1



P l−i n − itj

.
P l−i n − i − 1tj

3.14

0

Since rj n − tj   0, then on the basis of 3.12 for l  1
1

rj n  Nj αj



P 0 n − tj
P 0 n

.

3.15
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Now, using 3.15, we can determine the value rj n for l  2 on the basis of 3.12:
2
rj n










Nj − Nj αj P 0 n − 2tj /P 0 n − tj αj P 1 n − tj
P 1 n

.

3.16

Rearranging 3.16, we can present it in the following way:
2
rj n

 Nj αj



P 1 n − tj
P 1 n

−

Nj α2j





P 0 n − 2tj P 1 n − tj
.


P 0 n − tj P 1 n

3.17

Proceeding in an analogical way for l  3, we obtain
3
rj n

 Nj αj



P 2 n − tj

P 2 n




P 1 n − 2tj P 2 n − tj
2
− Nj αj


P 1 n − tj P 2 n






P 0 n − 3tj P 1 n − 2tj P 2 n − tj
3
.
Nj αj




P 0 n − 2tj P 1 n − tj P 2 n

3.18

l

Generalizing, the value of succeeding element of sequence rj n in step l can be expressed
by 3.14. Now, setting the limit to infinity l → ∞, we have
l
lim r n
l→∞ j



∞


−1

s 1

s1

Nj αsj

s

i1



P l−i n − itj

.
P l−i n − i − 1tj

3.19

Regardless of the iteration step, for every n < 0, the probability that system is in a state
n is equal to 0 i.e., P l n  0. Thus, we can rewrite 3.19 in the following way:
l
lim r n
l→∞ j



n/t
j 
s1

−1

s 1

Nj αsj

s

i1



P l−i n − itj

.
P l−i n − i − 1tj

3.20

A series appearing on the right side of 3.20 is finite; therefore, there exists a finite limit of
l
sequence rj n∞
l0 , which was to be proved.

3.4. Convergence of the Iterative Process of Estimation of
the Average Number of Serviced Pascal Calls
Let us demonstrate now that the process of a determination of the average number of serviced
traﬃc sources proposed in the MIM-BPP method is a convergent process also in the case of
multiservice Pascal sources. The following theorem will be then proved.
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l

Theorem 3.3. The sequence rk n∞
l0 of the average number of serviced class k Pascal sources in
the system with BPP traﬃc, where

l

rk n 

l−1

Sk

rk


n − tk  βk P l−1 n − tk 
P l−1 n

0

rk n  0 for ∀1≤k≤mJ , ∀0≤n≤V ,

,

3.21
3.22

is convergent.
Proof. Proceeding in the analogical way as we did in the case of sequence 3.12, we can prove
l
that the elements of sequence rk n∞
l0 can be expressed by the following expression:
l

rk n 

j
l

j
Sk βk
j1

i1

P l−i n − itk 
.
− i − 1tk 

P l−i n

3.23

l

Therefore, in order to show that sequence rk n∞
l0 is convergent, we only need to
prove that for l → ∞ the series
j
l

j
Sk βk
j1

i1

P l−i n − itk 
P l−i n − i − 1tk 

3.24

is convergent.
Consider the elements of series 3.24:
j
j

bj  Sk βk

i1

P l−i n − itk 
.
− i − 1tk 

P l−i n

3.25

The elements of series bj ∞
j1 are positive, which means that we can use the ratio test
d’Alembert criterium for convergence to prove that series is convergent if in series ∞
n1 un
with positive terms beginning from certain place N this means for all n ≥ N, then the ratio
of arbitrary term un 1 to previous term un is permanently less than number p less than 1; i.e,
if un 1 /un ≤ p < 1 for all n ≥ N, then series ∞
n1 un is convergent 33. The ratio of two
∞
consecutive elements of sequence bj j1 is equal to


 
bj 1
P l−j 1 n − j 1 tk
 βk

 .
bj
P l−j 1 n − jtk

3.26

For j → ∞ numerator and denominator of 3.26 converge to 0. Note also that the numerator
converges to 0 faster than the denominator. Hence, limj → ∞ bj 1 /bj  is equal to 0, that is,
is permanently less than 1. Therefore, by virtue of the ratio test d’Alembert criterium for
convergence series 3.24 is convergent. Thus, sequence 3.21 is convergent as well.
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3.5. Advantages and Possible Applications of MIM-BPP Method
The presented iterative algorithm for systems with state-independent admission process i.e.,
the full-availability group makes it possible to determine exactly the occupancy distribution
and the blocking and loss probabilities in systems that service Erlang Poisson distribution
of call streams, Engset binomial distribution of call streams, and Pascal traﬃc streams
negative binomial distribution of call stream. The call stream of the types investigated in
the paper are typical streams to be considered in traﬃc theory. They are used for modelling
at the call level, where any occupancy of resources of the system, for example, eﬀected by a
telephone conversation or by a packet stream with characteristics defined at the packet level,
can be treated as a call 11. In the case of the Integrated Services Digital Networks, resource
occupancies were in the main related to voice transmission, whereas nowadays a call is
understood to be a packet stream to which appropriate equivalent bandwidth is assigned 34–
36, and then the demanded resources, as well as the capacity of the system, are discretized
7. In the case of wired systems, the most important is the Poisson stream and the consequent
Erlang traﬃc stream. This stream assumes stable intensity of generating calls, independent
of the number of calls that are already being serviced. In the case of wireless systems, it
was soon noticed that, because of the limited number of subscribers serviced within a given
area, the application of the Erlang model for certain traﬃc classes could lead to erroneous
estimation of the occupancy distribution. Hence, for certain traﬃc classes, the application of
the Engset model was proposed, initially for single-service single-rate systems and then for
multiservice multirate systems 3, 4. In general, the Engset distribution is used to model
systems with noticeable limitation of the number of users. Currently, the main practical scope
for the usage of the Pascal distribution is a simplified modelling of systems with overflow
traﬃc 11. The presented algorithm makes it then possible to determine traﬃc characteristics
for all three call traﬃc streams considered in traﬃc theory.
The application of the notion of the basic bandwidth unit BBU used in the notation
of the presented method makes it possible to obtain high universality for the method. BBU
is determined as the highest common divisor of all demands that are oﬀered to the system.
Depending on a system under consideration, the basic bandwidth unit can be expressed in
bits per second or as the percentage of the occupancy of the radio interface the so-called
interference load 4, 37. In the presented method for modelling multirate systems with
BPP traﬃc streams, both required resources and the capacity of the system are expressed as
the multiplicity of BBU. The method can be thus applied to model both wired broadband
integrated services networks as well as wireless networks UMTS/WCDMA networks in
particular.
The algorithm worked out for modelling systems with BPP traﬃc can be treated as
an extension to the Kaufman-Roberts model 24, 25 that has been worked out for systems
with Poisson traﬃc streams only. Both the algorithm proposed by Kaufman-Roberts and the
algorithm presented in the paper are exact algorithms. Having an exact formula as a base,
the algorithm can be extended—analogously as in the case of the Kaufman-Roberts formula
for systems with Erlang traﬃc—into systems with state-dependent call admission process
and BPP traﬃc. In the case of communication system, state dependence in the call admission
process results mainly from the introduction of the control policy in allocating resources for
calls of individual traﬃc classes reservation mechanism 32, threshold mechanism 38 or
a particular structure of the system e.g., a limited-availability group 5. An extension of
the scope in which the presented algorithm can be applied, including systems with statedependent call admission process, entails only the introduction of the additional transition
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Table 1: Relative errors of the number of busy class 3 sources in relation to the number of iterations.
a
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2

The step of iteration
2

3

5

7

3.17E − 02
2.89E − 02
3.43E − 02
3.97E − 02
4.52E − 02
5.06E − 02
5.59E − 02
6.11E − 02
6.62E − 02
7.12E − 02

7.17E − 04
3.51E − 04
4.86E − 04
6.36E − 04
8.02E − 04
9.87E − 04
1.19E − 03
1.41E − 03
1.64E − 03
1.89E − 03

2.97E − 07
1.65E − 07
1.18E − 07
1.93E − 07
2.95E − 07
4.29E − 07
5.98E − 07
8.14E − 07
1.08E − 06
1.40E − 06

1.11E − 10
7.68E − 11
8.06E − 11
1.09E − 10
1.42E − 10
2.37E − 10
3.75E − 10
5.68E − 10
8.33E − 10
1.20E − 09

coeﬃcient 32, without further changes, depending on the considered system. It should
be stressed that such a universality cannot be achieved by the convolution algorithm also
worked out for systems with state-independent call admission process only.

3.6. Numerical Examples
The paper introduces a formula that makes it possible to determine exactly the occupancy distribution in systems with state-independent call admission process. It is then demonstrated
that the algorithm for a determination of the average number of serviced traﬃc sources of
particular classes used in the MIM-BPP method is convergent.
In order to present the convergence of the MIM-BPP method the number of required
iterations, in Table 1 the results of relative errors of the number of busy class 3 sources in the
full-availability group with the capacity equal to 80 BBUs are contained with the instance
of calls of class 1 and 2, the number of required iterations is lower than in the case of the
presented results for class 3. The results are presented depending on the average value
mJ
I
of traﬃc oﬀered to a single bandwidth unit of the group: a   m
i1 Ai ti
j1 Nj αj tj
mK
S
β
t
/V
.
The
group
was
oﬀered
three
traﬃc
classes,
that
is,
Erlang
traﬃc
class: t1 
k1 k k k
1 BBU, Engset traﬃc class: t2  4 BBUs, N2  60, and Pascal traﬃc class: t3  10 BBUs, S3  80.
The results presented in Table 1 indicate that the proposed iterative method converges very
quickly.
In this section we limit ourselves to just presenting the results of the convergence of
the presented algorithm for one selected system. A comparison of the analytical results for
the blocking/loss probability with the results of the simulation is presented in earlier works,
for example, 4, 32, in which it was still assumed that the presented analytical method was
an approximate method.

4. Conclusion
In the paper recurrent equations describing—at the macrostate level—the service process in
the full-availability group with multirate BPP traﬃc were derived. The derived equations
made it possible to formulate an exact iterative algorithm for determining the occupancy
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distribution, blocking probability, and loss probability of calls of particular classes oﬀered to
the system. The convergence of the proposed process of estimating the average number of
busy sources of Engset and Pascal traﬃc was proved.
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